Fabrics

Why Cloth ?

The fabrics used by Mother-ease are manufactured especially for
Mother-ease and represent the very best in textile technology
available for nappies.

Many parents are turning back to cloth and loving it.
Here are just a few reasons why:

Our cotton nappy fabric is specially knit with only cotton touching
your baby's sensitive skin. A small amount of polyester is knit into
the base of the fabric to provide strength, durability and shrinkage
control. The cotton fabric is available in unbleached and rainbow
colours.

Our bamboo nappy fabric is specially knit with 70% bamboo /
30% cotton blend touching your baby's skin. A small amount of
polyester is knit into the base of the fabric to provide strength,
durability and shrinkage control. The bamboo yarn is a man-made
fibre produced using the viscose process. The bamboo is
organically grown and the manufacture follows strict
environmental and health standards. Our bamboo fabric is
available in its naturally unbeached colour.
Our organic nappy fabric is made from 100% certified organic
cotton, grown in the USA and knitted in Canada. This fabric is a
great choice for the environment and baby’s sensitive skin. This
fabric is naturally beige (unbleached).

Our super-absorbent microfibre is patent protected and available
only to Mother-ease. It absorbs 1.7 times more moisture of any
competing absorbent fabric (by weight). Since the absorbent core
is so effective the nappies are super slim but still provide the
absorbency you need.
Our stay-dry fabric is a soft, 100% polyester knit specially
designed to draw moisture away from baby’s skin. This lightweight
fabric helps to prevent nappy rash, reduces staining and rinses
easily.
The leak-proof fabric used in our products is a soft, 100%
polyester knit. It's coated on one side with a thin layer of
polyurethane laminate (PUL) making it effectively waterproof. This
fabric is machine washable and quick to dry, and available in a
range of plain colours and prints.

Cloth nappies are very cost effective. About $700 worth of good
quality, fitted cloth nappies plus $500 of washing expenses will
see you through at least one baby. Cloth nappies are often
reused on subsequent children or sold second-hand for good
returns.

Modern Cloth Nappies from

Motherease

TM

Modern cloth nappies are convenient and easy to use. Modern
nappies require no special washing treatments or “nappy
soakers”. Modern fastening techniques such as snaps (like
plastic press-studs) and Aplix (like velcro) make them easy and
safe to put on and ensure they stay fastened.
Modern cloth nappies are comfortable and natural next to
baby’s sensitive skin. Modern nappies are made from soft,
natural fibres with waterproof, breathable covers for maximum
comfort. Modern designs are not bulky and do not restrict baby’s
leg movement.
Modern cloth nappies are very reliable. Super-absorbent fabrics,
the fitted shape, elasticised legs and waist and soft, breathable
covers ensure the nappy stays on, stays up and provides leakproof protection from newborns right through to toddlers.
Cloth nappies don't create excess landfill waste.
Cloth nappies provide a safe and hygienic way of disposing of
baby’s waste. Waste is disposed of in the sewer where it can be
properly treated and released back into the environment.
And last but not least, modern cloth nappies make baby look
really, really cute!

General Care

All of the Mother-ease products can be machine washed at
60oC and tumble dried. There is no need to separate covers
and nappies for washing. The use of bleaches (including
“Napisan”) is not recommended and may damage the fabrics
and elastics. Line drying when possible is recommended.
All Mother-ease products come with a three month warranty
against faulty materials and/or workmanship.

Mother-ease is a trademark of Mother-ease Inc., Ont., Canada
TM

Modern Nappies for the Modern World

Nappies

One Size Nappy

Wizard Uno All in One Nappy

Fits birth to toddler · Snap fasteners ·
Soft, knit terry fabric · Available in
cotton, bamboo or organic cotton
fabric · Cotton with sewn in stay-dry
lining available.

Sized for a perfect fit · Slim fitting ·
Super-absorbent microfibre · Fast
drying design · Available in a range
of colours and prints.

Sizes: XSmall 3 - 6 kg
Small 6 - 20 kg / Medium 10 - 14 kg
Large 12 - 16 kg

Wizard Duo Snap in Two Nappy
Convenient and durable · Sized or
One Size · Separates for easy
washing and drying · Available in superabsorbent microfibre, cotton or bamboo
fabric · Available in a range of colours
and prints.
Sizes: XSmall 3 - 6 kg / Small 5 - 8 kg
Medium 8 - 12 kg / Large 12 - 16 kg

Wizard EasyStuff Pocket Nappy

Fits birth to toddler · Easy sidestuffing design · Super-fast drying ·
Elasticised legs and waist for fit
and reliability · Available in a range
of colours and prints.
Sizes: One size 3.5 - 17 kg

Sizes: One size 3.5-16 kg

Adjustable side snaps ·
Elasticised inside netting
contains solids · Available
in a range of gorgeous
colours and prints.

Sizes: Small 4.5 - 8 kg
Medium 8 - 13.5 kg
Large 13.5- 18 kg
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Boosters

Three extra layers of absorbent
material · Use for night time
or long outings · Available in
cotton, bamboo, organic
cotton or super-absorbent
microfibre.

Bedwetter Pants

Super absorbent white knit terry with
leakproof PUL outer · Pull on style for
ease of use by younger children ·
Designed for night-time use.

Sandy's Sized Nappy

Sized for a perfect fit · Snap fasteners
·Soft, knit terry fabric · Available in
cotton, bamboo or organic cotton
fabric.
Sizes: Xsmall 2.75 - 5.5 kg
Small 3.5 - 9 kg
Large 9 - 16 kg
Toddler 16 - 21 kg

Sizes: Xsmall 13.5 - 18 kg (600ml)
Small 18 - 25 kg (680ml)
Medium 25 - 30 kg (760ml)

Training Pants

Mother-ease Air Flow Cover

Breathable design · Snap fasteners ·
Soft, breathable, waterproof PUL
fabric · Available in white, colours and
eco-theme prints.

Sizes:
Xsmall 2.5 - 5.5 kg / Small 2.5 - 5.5 kg
Medium 4.5 - 9 kg / M/L 9 - 12.5 kg
Large 12.5 - 16 kg / Xlarge 16 - 21 kg

Mother-ease Rikki Cover

Swimming Nappy

Other Products

Nappies & Covers

Convenient 'hook and loop' fastening ·
Leg gussets for comfortable fit · Available
in white, colours and eco-theme prints.
Sizes: Xsmall 2.5 - 5.5 kg
Small 2.5- 5.5 kg / Medium 4.5 - 9 kg
Large 9 - 16 kg / Xlarge 16 - 21 kg
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Soft knit cotton terry with
leakproof PUL outer · Pull on
style for independent use by
toddlers · Designed for
protection against small
accidents · Available in
white and prints.

Mother-ease Wet Bag

Store your clean or soiled nappies
when out and about · Also makes
a great swimming bag ·
Available in a range
of colours.
Sizes:

Sizes:
Small 9 - 13.5 kg (150ml)
Large 13.5 - 18 kg (160ml)
Xlarge 18 - 27 kg (170ml)

Small - holds
approx. 4 nappies
Large - holds
approx. 7 nappies

Wash Mitt

Liners

Nursing Pads

Cotton Terry Baby Wipes

For a good grip on your baby at
bath time · Gets into hard to
reach places · One size fits all ·
Unbleached cotton fabric.

Light, discreet, washable ·
Unbleached organic cotton or
bamboo with soft, breathable,
leakproof backing · Contoured for
comfort · 12½ cm diameter.

100% Polyester stay-dry washable
or bonded celuose flushable liners ·
Help prevent staining · Make for
easy clean-up.

For cleaning baby at change time · 2
layers of absorbent terry · Available
in cotton (unbleached and rainbow
colours), organic cotton and
bamboo fabric · 23 x 23 cm.
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